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Abstract

Voice-mail and video-mail systems for the Internet
are becoming very popular, because the speech and
video compression technology is greatly improved in
these days. Asynchronous voice-mail system, how-
ever, does not seem attractive because it's not de-
signed for discussions. We propose a network-based
voice conference system which enables asynchronous
and bi-directional discussions.

The system displays the voice messages as the
threaded written words. The user can manipulate
voice messages just as if they are text messages. If
the participant wants to quote or annotate to a mes-
sage, the user has only to play the sound and barge
into the message while it is playing. Such user inter-
face increases the usefulness of the voice-mail system.

We performed a preliminary experiment to evaluate
the proposed conversation method. The voice mes-
sages are transcribed manually, because our system is
not integrated with the speech recognition at present.
Using the system, asynchronous voice conversations
were realized e�ciently.

AVM is an application platform for the many kinds
of speech processing, such as spontaneous speech
recognition and automatic dialog tagging. The ap-
plications of the system include the entertainment
systems, such as interactive radio dramas, or asyn-
chronous multi-user game using speech dialog.

INTRODUCTION

E-mail system, which is widely used in these days,

gives us the capability of reading or writing a mes-

sage, making excerpts of it, and annotating to it. In

this manner, various discussions or conversations are

enabled using the written words.

In comparison with the text messages, voice mes-

sages are easy to input for people who don't have

much skill of using a keyboard. Voice messages also

contain the para-linguistic information, which enable

the better discussions between the distant places.

Such voice message systems are already used com-

monly; an automatic answering telephone is the most

popular one. Voice-mail systems are also used at

some o�ces. It is, however, very di�cult to quote

or annotate previous voice messages, so they are not

suitable for discussions.

We designed and implemented a system called

AVM (Asynchronous Virtual Meeting). It produces

the e�ect equal to quoting and annotating other mes-

sages among speakers who participate the discussion

asynchronously. The system play-backs the voice

message and records the response simultaneously. It

also uses the temporal information on when the voice

was spoken.

INVESTIGATING THE MESSAGE

SYSTEMS

In this work, we intend to make a voice messaging

system, which has the merits of E-mail that uses the

written words. It must preserve the both advantages

of E-mail and spontaneous speech.

The followings are the merits of E-mail system that

we regard as important.

� E-mail is an asynchronous communication system.

It means the sender and the receiver of a message

do not use it at the same time. The users of E-mail

can make a message or reply at any time.

Messages are accumulated in the storages, so they

can be displayed at any time. It is also easy to

make the copy or excerpt of the message.

� The message is displayed as the written words. Be-

cause we can browse the written words easily, the

messages are easy to deal with.

The communication with written words, however,

has the following weak points compared to the voice

conversation such as telephone.

� The written words cannot convey para-linguistic

features, such as emotional information.

� The mood of the person who read the message

is not known until he writes the reply. At the

synchronous communication such as speech dialog,

however, the speaker can see the mood of the other

while he is speaking.

There are some applications which are designed

for sending voice mails. They have the ability to



compress the speech �les to transfer with the lim-

ited bandwidth. Most of them, however, are designed

based on the text-based mailer, so the written words

are more handy than the voice data. Such systems

do not appeal the merit of using voice message.

ASYNCHRONOUS VIRTUAL

MEETING

Generally the voice mail systems separate the record-

ing procedure and the play-back procedure. In

the human-to-human conversation, however, we can

barge in on the other. This manner of conversa-

tion can be simulated using the audio input and

output simultaneously. Some speech dialog systems

have the capability of the nodding with speech out-

put and graphical display, which aim to show the in-

ternal status of the speech recognizer and the dialog

manager[1].

The full duplex voice I/O also makes the human-to-

human voice messaging system more attractive. From

this point of view, we designed a system called AVM.

It can play-back and record voice message simulta-

neously, while the other systems separate these pro-

cesses (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The method for recording messages in pro-

posed system compared to the other voice mail sys-

tems.

This system utilizes both the voice itself and the

temporal information which the voice was spoken. An

example of playing and recording messages in AVM is

shown in Figure 2. At �rst, the utterance of speaker

A is recorded as 1A1. In the second session requested

by B, 1A is play-backed as 2A. Speaker B speaks three

parts of utterances in reply to A. Each part of speech

is separated by the certain length of silences and la-

beled as `interrupting' or `overlapping.' 1B1 is an

interrupting part, and 1B2 and 1B3 are overlapping

parts in this case. In the second session, therefore,

the utterance 2A was paused by 2B1 and divided into

2A1' and 2A1". The message 2B, which consists of

2B1, 2B2 and 2B3, is stored to the server after the

second session.

In our goal, whether a part is interrupting part or

not would be recognized in real time. At this mo-

ment, however, all parts of speech are regarded as

`interrupting' or `overlapping' according to the appli-

cation's option menu.

Each part of speech has the relative time to it's

parent part. In Figure 2, the parent part of 2B1 is

1A1, and the relative time to the parent is shown as

t(2B1). In case of 2B2 and 2B3, the parent is also

1A1, and the relative time is shown as t(2B2) and

t(2B3) respectively.

In AVM, the time scale in each meeting space

changes dynamically. When the user selects a set of

messages, the message management server decides the

layout of the messages, then it generates the sound

and its markup data on demand. The relative time

of a part and its parent is used in this procedure.

Other attributes are also used, such as the `inter-

rupting' or `overlapping' label, and the words con-

tained in the message itself (transcribed manually or

by using speech recognition). In Figure 3, there are

four segments which correspond to the former part of

1A1, 2B2, the latter part of 1A1, and 2B3, respec-

tively. The �rst and the third segments are not equal

to 2A1' and 2A1", because the message server found

the more preferable point to divide 2A, which may be

the nearest word-boundary of t(2B1).

The dynamic conversation composing is one of the

most important features of the system. Several func-

tions such as speech recognition, automatic dialog

tagging, language processing including modality con-

version, and speech synthesis must be used to gener-

ate natural conversations.

VISUALIZING VOICE MESSAGES

Another important feature of the system is the vi-

sualization of the voice messages. We designed an

user interface, which displays the voice messages as

if they are the written words. In the on-line bulletin

board system (BBS), usually the written messages are

threaded and viewed as trees. When we write mes-

sages on BBS or in the E-mail, some conventions are

used to show the quoted messages, such as `�' pre�x.

We designed a user-agent software of our voice mes-

saging system with such a look-and-feel. Figure 4 is

the screen image of the software. The window consists

of two panes. The left pane is tree-view, which the

user can select the messages. When the user selects

a node in the tree, voice messages are merged into

a �le, which includes the selected message itself and

the parent or ancestors in the tree. The right pane is

text-view, on which the user can read the messages

as the written words. Each paragraph corresponds

to the segment generated by the server (Figure 3).

While the sound is playing, each line in the text-view

is highlighted with synchronizing to the voice.

Figure 5 shows the system organization and the us-

age of the proposed system. The whole system con-

sists of the user-agent and the message management

server. Each server manages some meeting rooms and

all the original utterances are stored in the server.

In AVM, the spoken messages may be transcribed



Good morning, boss. OK. I got it.Huh?

1A:

2A:

2B:

2B1 2B2 2B3

t (2B1)

t (2B2)

t (2B3)

2A1’ 2A1’’

Good morning, at 1pm, we want to have a meeting.

Good morning, at 1pm we want to have a meeting.

1A1

Figure 2: An example of playing and recording messages in AVM.

Good morning, boss.

2B1

2B2

Good morning, at 1pm we want to have a meeting.

A:Good morning (B:Good moring, boss), A:at 1pm, we want to have a meeting. (B:OK. I got it.)

1A1 1A1 OK. I got it.

2B3
Huh?

2B11A1 1A1 2B3

SOUND:

MARKUP:

Figure 3: An example of merged message by the AVM server.

Figure 4: The user-agent software (VOYAGER). Left

pane is the tree-view and right pane is the text-view.

in two ways. One of the possibilities is that the user-

agent has the capability of speech recognition. When

the utterance is recorded, the voice is transcribed and

transmitted to the server. Another possibility is that

the server has the speech recognizer. When the server

received a speech data from the user-agent, it is tran-

scribed and stored to the database.

The important point is that the both ways could be

supported in our system. If the user-agent software

has very limited speech recognition ability, the server

can compensate it. If the recognition performance of

user-agent is improved, it can contribute to the better

usability of the user-agent software, and the server

can use the information received from the user-agent.

So we can put it to practical use now, and improve

the speech processing for the future while the users

make conversations using the present system.

User Agent Message Management
Server

select messages
(tree-view)

+
read written words

(text-view)
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speech waves
of selected
messagesread written words

(text-view)
+

join discussion
(playback & record 

simultaneously)

store
voice message

to database

make
message list

select
a meeting room

Figure 5: The usage of proposed system.



IMPLEMENTATION

The AVM �le transfer protocol is based on the

HTTP[2] which is used for World Wide Web. The

transcriptions of the voice messages and and miscel-

laneous information, such as its parent message ID

and the relative time, are represented in the AVML

markup language, which is based on XML[3].

The AVM server VOXER is implemented with Perl

and C, which runs on UNIX or Win32 systems. The

user-agent software VOYAGER (Figure 4) is written

in C++ and runs on the Microsoft Windows system

with a full-duplex audio I/O.

EXPERIMENT

To evaluate the usability for the conversations, pre-

liminary experiments were carried out using the sys-

tem. Our system is not integrated with the speech

recognition at present, so the voice messages were

transcribed manually. In the experiments, one per-

son used the system at a time. After each session

we transcribed the messages, then the next person

used the system. All the subjects are the university

students who speak Japanese in our research group.

Overlapping Merge Mode

In the �rst experiment, all the utterances are re-

garded as `overlapping.' The subjects are eight men.

First we prepared a lecture-style speech, and subjects

were asked to listen to it and say any questions or

comments. Because the subjects are not familiar with

the topic, the subjects rarely barged in on it.

We also asked them to do casual conversations.

Now they were familiar to the topic, so they made re-

sponses easily. In case the overlap is small, the speech

merged by the server seemed very natural. When

several long utterances are overlapped, however, they

found di�culty to understand what the speakers are

saying.

Interrupting Merge Mode

In the second experiment, all the utterances are re-

garded as `interrupting.' During the 4 days of exper-

iment, 14 subjects talked about the events that all

the subjects commonly experienced. We encouraged

them to say as many messages as they could. As the

result, about 100 parts of speech are recorded. The

subjects said that the operations is very intuitive and

easy to learn.

We observed the subject's behavior in using the

system. Most of the subjects read the written mes-

sages �rst. When they decided to make a reply to a

message, they selected the message and listened to it.

The users could make messages without listening to

the all voices. This fact shows the e�ciency of this

method.

It also turned out that the messages that are al-

ready heard should be easily took o� to make the

system more usable.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a method for asynchronous

virtual meeting called AVM. This system provides

the easy manner to quote the voice messages and in-

creases the usefulness of the voice-mail system. As

the result of our preliminary evaluations, conversa-

tions were realized e�ciently with the system.

AVM is an application platform for the many kinds

of speech processing. We are integrating the sponta-

neous speech recognition and the dialog tagging func-

tions into our AVM server.

The integration of the AVM and the E-mail or the

BBS enables the seamless communication of written

words and spoken words. Text-to-speech technology

is expected to be used in such a system.

Many streaming media systems on the Internet are

developed and used in these days. The HyperAudio[4]

system has a radio-like user interface, and the user

can listen to the audio contents interactively using

the `jump' button. The telephone also can be used

as the client system. The HyperAudio with the fea-

ture of submitting voices from the listeners will be a

system resembles to the AVM. In comparison to such

systems, AVM is a metaphor of reading and writing

text messages. The data structure of AVM is de-

signed for the bi-directional conversations. It is also

extensive for making excerpts of many kind of contin-

uous media, such as video-messages. Some systems,

including HyperAudio and RealPlayer (by RealNet-

works), use SMIL[5] for describing the structure of

the streaming contents. The role of the data which

the AVM server generates is similar to SMIL, so an

extension to the server enables the SMIL browsers to

listen to the conversations on AVM.

Because the AVM server makes the audio contents

on demand, many applications can be implemented

into the server. Our future works include the realiza-

tion of an multi-user voice game system using AVM.
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